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‘A Valley of Delight’:

John Luscombe was awarded the R.H.S. Banksian Medal for his
famous citrus fruits (see Helen Langley’s article). On his death in
1831 the Combe Royal estate passed to his son, another John
who, like his father, was a keen horticulturalist. Under his
guardianship many new, rare and tender trees and shrubs
were planted in the garden, where they flourished in the microclimate of the sheltered valley. The lengthy article in the
Journal of Horticulture contained a detailed description of the
garden and the planting, citing, amongst many other species
Acacia dealbata, Desfontainea spinosa, Opuntia rafinesquiana,
Eucalyptus, Cycas and Arbutilon vitifolium, for example, as
doing well at Combe Royal.

an Introduction to the garden
at Lower Coombe Royal
Susi Batty

Background
The Combe Royal estate (spelt historically with one ‘o’), near
Kingsbridge in South Devon, occupies a very favourable site
above the town of Kingsbridge, at the head of the Salcombe
estuary. The sheltered valley, nearly three hundred feet above
sea level but protected from the prevailing south-westerly winds
and blessed with spring-fed streams and ponds, is well-suited
to the growth of exotic plants. The estate was acquired by the
Luscombe family in the early eighteenth century. Polwhele
describes the main house, Combe Royal, as ‘a modern-built
house’;1 and today it appears largely Victorian, as the house
was much altered in the mid-nineteenth century. Major
improvements were undertaken in the garden by the
Luscombes during the nineteenth century.

John Luscombe was especially interested in hybridising hebes
and rhododendrons and, building on hybridisation research
carried out by men such as Isaac Anderson-Henry of Edinburgh
to create improved varieties of hebe such as Hebe x andersonii
(a cross between Hebe stricta and H. speciosa, bearing lavenderblue flowers), he began his own hybridisation programme. One
success, Hebe ‘Devonia’, was distributed through the R.H.S.
ballot scheme in 1859 and 1860, when demand exceeded
supply. The last known reference to this cultivar was in the
Veitch nursery catalogue of 1895. If found now, it would
probably be regarded as a free-flowering form of Hebe elliptica
(a small to medium-sized shrub with comparatively large, white
flowers).

Watercolour
of Combe
Royal, dated
1859 but
depicting the
earlier house
(reproduced
by kind
permission of
John Elliot)

His first, un-named, rhododendon hybrids were raised from R.
arboretum, probably during the 1850s (in 1863 he noted that
they ‘have not bloomed as freely as usual’). He corresponded
regularly with Sir William Hooker, Director of Kew and received
seeds of many of Kew’s new plants for a number of years.
According to the Journal of Horticulture, these included
‘Sikkim Rhododendrons [such as] Thomsoni, niveum, and
Blandfordiaeflorum … Rhododendron Wightii … and the
Japanese Rhododendron Metternichii’. From these he raised a
hybrid of R. griffithianum which he named ‘Coombe Royal’ and
which received an R.H.S. Award of Merit when shown by the
Veitch nursery in 1900. He also crossed R. thomsonii with R.
fortunei to produce R. ‘Luscombei’ and R. ‘Devoniense’. Other
Devon cultivars of John Luscombe’s include R. ‘Luscombe’s
Scarlet’, ‘Luscombe’s Sanguineum’ and ‘Luscombe’s Splendens’.

The house after
‘Victorianisation’
(photograph
reproduced by
kind permission
of John Elliot)

By 1881 Luscombe had some hundreds of seedlings waiting to
bloom. Although few of his original plants are still in cultivation
(R. ‘Luscombei Group’ is still listed in The R.H.S. Plant Finder,
albeit with only two suppliers),3 his contribution to the
development of both species cannot be underestimated.

A smaller
house, now
known as
Lower Coombe
Royal, was built
in the early
1900s in the valley below Combe Royal. Shortly after that, in
1912, the estate was divided and sold; the nationally significant
citrus wall remained with the main house, but the larger part
of the garden, eight acres of established and important planting,
went with Lower Coombe Royal. Both houses have had a
chequered history and over recent decades neither garden has
received the love and attention they deserve. Coombe Royal is
now owned by Devon Social Services (see preceding article).
Lower Coombe Royal functioned as a nursery for a while in
the late twentieth century, but is now in new ownership in
private hands. Fortunately the garden there, which has a real
horticultural history, still contains a wealth of special plants,
and there is now real hope for restoration and revitalisation.

Lower Coombe Royal
According to the 1912 sales particulars,4 the gardens at Combe
Royal (the greater part of which accompanied the smaller
house, Lower Coombe Royal), contained a ‘luxuriantly timbered
pleasure ground’ with named varieties of trees, an ‘Ornamental
Water’, the ‘American or wilderness garden’, parkland and three
walled gardens. ‘The Water Supply’, the particulars continued, ‘is
abundant, obtained from springs on the estate which have never
been known to fail. The combination of shelter, good soil and
water provides an environment where plants flourish seemingly
effortlessly’. Sadly, the gardens were at their peak at the time of
the sale and gradually declined during the twentieth-century.
In the later 1900’s there was an attempt to run a commercial
nursery from Lower Coombe Royal specialising in hydrangeas
and camellias; but, eventually many of the plants were
neglected and left in rows in their pots until their roots forced
their way through the bases. Extraordinarily, some of these,
notably the camellias, are now three to four metres tall. In 2005
Lower Coombe Royal was bought by Paul and Susi Titchener as
a family home. They embarked on a restoration project of both
house and garden, although by this time parts of the garden
were almost impenetrable.

Combe Royal
In the early nineteenth century Combe Royal was owned by
John and Sarah Luscombe. John, having inherited the estate
from his uncle, changed his surname from Manning by royal
licence in 1813 (the Journal of Horticulture2 suggested, somewhat fancifully, that the Devon surname ‘Luscombe’ derived
appropriately from the Anglo-Saxon for ‘a valley of delight’).
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Briefly, the layout of the garden today is as follows.
Approaching the house, the bank above the main road is
planted with mature trees and shrubs, including a good range
of intensely blue hydrangeas. Beyond that, the original layout
of the garden is still discernible and much of the early planting
remains, although severe cutting-back has been necessary.
Drives run laterally along the top of the garden and the valley
bottom and paths criss-cross the slope. A formal garden is
currently being constructed on the lawn above the house; and
in the valley below, making use of the stream in the valley
bottom, is the water garden, where streams and a pond are
surrounded by magnificent magnolias, rhododendrons and
camellias. Just beyond that, on the other side of the valley,
lies the American Garden. The paths continue deeper into the
garden, through shrubberies dominated by large trees, before
winding back towards the house.
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Hannaford House:
a Garden Divided

Sketch of the
garden layout
(provided by
Susi Titchener)

Fiona Senior
In the summer of 2005 my husband and I moved our family to
the dilapidated half of an Arts and Crafts style Edwardian manor
house near Ashburton on the edge of Dartmoor. It is called
Hannaford House and reading the sale details was the first
time I had heard the name Thomas Mawson; I knew nothing
of garden history and had pretty average gardening experience.

Throughout
the garden
there are
framed views
and little
glimpses
across the
valley. Rare
and unusual trees and shrubs are revealed at every turn: there is
a Judas tree (Cercis silquastrum), a silver fir and a Japanese elm
(Ulmus davidiana japonica), for example. The rhododendrons
and camellias (over a hundred varieties) are flourishing, and
some of the specimen trees and shrubs from the nineteenth
century plantings are now amongst the largest of their species in
Britain (there are fifty foot high rhododendrons). However,
many of them were planted too close together initially and,
responding enthusiastically to the mild climate and plentiful
water supply, have outgrown their space. Even in 1904, the
Gardeners’ Chronicle noted: ‘Here [in the deep dell or American
Garden] were also trees of Sequoia gigantean, some 60 feet
high, with stems about 4 feet 6 inches through at the base; the
plants are, however, much injured by the proximity of some
trees of Araucaria imbricate’.5

The garden was overgrown and in need of significant
restoration, though it had a ‘Secret Garden’ charm to it as we
pushed our way through thirty foot high laurels to find new
parts of the garden and balanced precariously on the twenty
foot high retaining wall to the lower lawn so that we could see
the views over the river Dart valley hidden by a six foot high
box hedge. The task of restoring it, whilst making it work for
us as a family garden, was a daunting one.
The first issue to address was not planting, but understanding
the garden and its history. In this I had two great strokes of
luck. The first was that Paula Kemp, who had worked in the
garden for over fifteen years, initially alongside its previous
owner Dr. George Tee and latterly as the main gardener, was
keen to stay on and help. Paula knows the garden better than
anyone else. The other piece of luck was that a close friend’s
husband is Professor Timothy Mowl of Bristol University.
Professor Mowl visited the garden early on and then asked his
MA student, Sue Thompson, to write a Conservation Report on
it. This was immensely helpful and played an important part in
helping me understand some of the odd aspects of the garden.

Rhododendron arboreum
(Terry Underhill)

The most important consideration in looking at our garden and
planning its restoration and future development is that we only
have half a garden. Hannaford Manor, as the whole house was
originally called, was built for Major W.E.T. Bolitho, a member
of the Cornish banking family, at the turn of the twentieth
century. Local legend has it that he wanted to buy Spitchwick
Manor, but failed and so decided to build his own manor house.
It was intended to be a family holiday home. The house was
finished in 1904; and in 1906 Thomas Mawson was asked to
design the garden which covered some thirty acres. His rather
better-known Devon garden at Wood, South Tawton, had been
completed the previous year and there are some similarities in
the two designs. Both gardens are on sloping sites and at both
Mawson made use of the local granite for the retaining walls,
for example.

Rescuing this splendid garden is
an important part of the
Titcheners’ plans - albeit also
a financial drain. Money
generated from the development
of the outbuildings as luxury
self-catering accommodation will

aid the enterprise, but it is a
considerable task. Detailed
research into the garden
archives and careful
documentation of the
surviving trees and shrubs
would be a fascinating and
worthwhile project.

As the house had been set too far back on the plot to take
advantage of the views down towards the river Dart, Thomas
Mawson cut away and terraced the ground immediately in front
of the house. The site also slopes downwards from east to west
so the terracing steps down across the front of the house as
well as from it. In his Life and Work of an English Landscape
Architect (1927) he said:

Magnolia x soulangiana
(rhododendron behind)
(Terry Underhill)
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